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If you are looking for a Windows powered tablet that is on sale, you can head to Newegg where they are discounting the Samsung Galaxy TabPro S by 39%. The discount takes the price down from $899.99 to $549. The package includes a docking station keyboard that adds a physical WERTY to the tablet. Pay another $50 to add a Samsung Galaxy TabPro Pen. The deal
expires tomorrow, so you don't have too much time to make a decision. The 12-inch Super AMOLED display has a resolution of 1440 x 2160. Powered by an Intel Core M3 processor with 4GB of RAM and 128GB of internal storage. Both the rear and front cameras weigh in at 5MP and the 5200mAh battery given the job of keeping the tablet comes with energy. Windows 10 Pro is
pre-installed. The tablet is available in your favorite color, assuming that your favorite color is black. Interested in taking advantage of this deal? Then you have to head immediately to Newegg by clicking on the sourcelink. Source: Newegg (1), (2) via MSPoweruser SUBSCRIBE To our NEWSLETTER! An interesting little detail has surfaced about the new Samsung Galaxy
TabPRO 10.1 tablet. We were immediately impressed with the resolution of the 2560 x 1600 pixel W'XGA that all four new Samsung tablets feature, but - interestingly - tabPRO 10.1 just looks a little less sharp than the others. Why? Turns out it actually has a Pentile RGBW screen (unlike the other three seemingly RGB Samsung tablets). So, yes, it seems that Samsung used the
same Super LCD screen from the Note 10.1 2014 Edition in the new TabPRO 10.1.The difference is small but noticeable in real life. To better understand why it's there and what it's all about, we quickly move to the heart of Pentile displays. Each screen is made up of pixels, and traditionally LCD displays come with red, green and blue sub-pixels that make up the entire pixel. Thus,
such LCD screens are called RGB (red, green and blue). The Pentile display is different in that it has other pixels, and THE RGBW in TabPRO 10.1 has an optional white pixel. The motivation for having additional white pixels is to achieve greater brightness. Since THE LCD displays are backlit, white sub-pixels act as a simple filter that allows more of that backlight, and this makes
the display brighter overall. Increased brightness comes with the plus of better outdoor visibility, which is an important improvement. However, the Pentile RGBW screen also has a downside, having fewer subpixels (since white does not convey any color information), and in reality, making some of the content look a little grainy, pixelated. At first, it may seem strange that the 2560
x 1600 pixel screen may look pixelated, but in some icons the small jagged edges are certainly noticeable to pixel peepers. Right below this close-up screen image tabPRO 10.1 shows that extra grainy texture. I wonder what it seems the rest of the Samsung CES 2014 tablet actually has RGB screen, so it's just a 10-incher that comes with Pentile. What do you think of this, is this
a slight jagginess of concern to you? Up-close screen source image TabPRO 10.1: Erica Griffin SUBSCRIBE To our NEWSLETTER! (Pocket-lint) - Selling for as much as 899 pounds from the likes of Tesco and Argos, we've noticed this mid-range Samsung LCD sale online for less than 650 pounds - and at that price it's an absolute theft. Aside from being a Full HD panel with a
touch of class, the red-tinted LE40C650 loads are on the feature to allow it to compete - and beat - its rivals. With a fairly average price tag on a 40-inch TV, the LE40C650 includes Freeview HD, access to YouTube and Lovefilm (and soon BBC iPlayer,) wireless network, and DivX (and even DivX HD) movie playback via USB. It's some kind of package, but are these media-savvy
features just a distraction? For under the hood of the LE40C650 you will find an LCD screen with none of the LED goodness that Samsung has been aggressively promoting for the last year or so. At the very least, it is capable of 100 Hz scanning, which should reduce the blur that overshadows so much swamp standard liquid crystal class panels above. This LCD panel, however,
is the class above; It is capable of looking like a wide contrast and a deep, believable black that we expect to see only on high-end plasma and an expensive full LED panel. It's still a bright panel, however, and helped by its contrast-heavy photos, the colors on the LE40C650 also impress with both their vibration and accuracy. Blur minimizes effective processing by 100 Hz,
although its HyperReal imaging processor does not include frame insertion - or film mode - technology to rid Blu-ray of its native judder during slow camera panel. In practice it is not a loss because there is little judder to complain about; A set of 24p technologies seems to reduce this problem to manageable levels. The TV is just over 8cm deep, which is at least 2cm smaller than
the rival sets, while the bezel is also sporting a flowing red along the bottom and a transparent neck leading to the tabletop stand. Aside from Freeview HD, it's Internet@TV which will snag a few buyers. Completely updated from last year's rather fine offering, Samsung now provides a much more loaded interface that includes widgets for Lovefilm, History Channel, Twitter, Picasa,
AccuWeather, GettyImages, USA Today and YouTube. The interface itself is actually quite gray and poorly thought out - it's not a patch on Sony's revamped Bravia Internet Video platform. Also relying on the Ethernet LAN connectivity kit (WIS-09ABGN USB Wi-Fi adapter is also available) is AllShare, Samsung's name for a feature that streams digital media from PCs to the same
broadband home network. It works easily, though not with and deals in the same files his own media player software can read with a USB drive: DivX, DivX HD, MPEG, WMV, WMV HD, MP3 and JPEG - an impressive list. Audio is reasonable, with SRS TheaterSound - and SRS TruSurround HD mode in particular - providing provision width as well as the depth of the television
sound, although it struggles with the soundtracks to the films. Verdict Well presented Freeview HD software and useful compatibility with divX HD files meets a pretty busy internet video platform. Add them to some blur-free, lively and contrast-heavy HD and SD photos, and here's a great value 40-inch TV that proves there's life in standard LCD yet. Written by Jason Denwood.
Samsung took CES 2014 by storm today as it unveiled many products, and, among them, no fewer than four new high-quality Android tablets, all parts of the new PRO series: Galaxy TabPRO 8.4, Galaxy TabPRO 10.1, Galaxy TabPRO 12.2, and Galaxy NotePRO 12.2.Press release announcing new Galaxy tablets does not contain details of their prices. However, SamMobile
(usually a very reliable source) tweeted prices for each model announced. Keep in mind the prices have been listed in euros since SamMobile is a Dutch site. However, we should not convert them into US dollars, since Samsung - just like Apple - usually retains roughly the same number value between European and American prices. So, if a Galaxy NotePRO 12.2 with LTE costs
849 pounds in Europe, it will most likely sell for about $849 in the US (despite the fact that if you actually convert 849 pounds in U.S. dollars you will get $1,158). That being said, here's what we should expect to pay for Samsung's new tablet: Samsung Galaxy TabPRO 8.4, Wi-Fi: 389 pounds ($389?) Samsung Galaxy TabPRO 8.4, LTE: 519 pounds ($519?) Samsung Galaxy
TabPRO 10.1, Wi-Fi: 479 pounds ($479?) Samsung Galaxy TabPRO 10.1 LTE: 609 pounds ($609?) Samsung Galaxy TabPRO 12.2, Wi-Fi: 649 pounds ($649?) Samsung Galaxy TabPRO 12.2, LTE: 749 pounds ($749)Samsung Galaxy NotePRO 12.2, Wi-Fi: 749 pounds ($749?) Samsung Galaxy NotePRO 12.2, LTE: 849 pounds ($849?) It's not that bad, is it? You can tell us in
the comments how you feel about these prices. According to Samsung, all four new tables will be released worldwide starting this quarter. Those wondering what happened to the rumored Galaxy Tab 3 Lite will have to continue wondering because Samsung hasn't announced this supposedly very cheap tablet yet. Source: SamMobile SUBSCRIBE ON OUR NEWSLETTER!
(Pocket-lint) - Samsung is certainly no stranger to tablets. But you may be left scratching your head and wondering what that is given to how many model numbers and sizes are available in all its ranges. Enter the Samsung Galaxy TabPro 10.1, a 10.1-inch Android tablet that is more powerful than the company's standard Tab range, but doesn't come with the S Pen stylus
enabled, as found in the Note and NotePro ranges. It's a lot of Tabs and Notes to fight to the end, we but rest assured, TabPro 10.1 is in good company. We saw a smaller 8.4-inch version of this product, which we thought was fantastic, in addition to the larger 12.2-inch NotePro model, which we also though was excellent, if not just a touch too big for most users. Does Samsung
Galaxy TabPro 10.1 hush up the perfect balance of size and power that will For most users? And is it worthy of its namesake and not a slight price tag? Right across the 2014 range, Samsung has opted for a new faux leather finish (complete with fake stitching) in the back of its devices. You can love it, you can hate it, you can be indifferent. Our position: we are not big fans, but as
it is on the back of the device it is not something that you will notice so often that you want to punch holes in the walls. Pocket-lintIn the white trim model we're in for consideration, this finely textured back isn't too outlandish. TabPro looks like an upscale Samsung Galaxy Note 3 smartphone, actually. But in device 449 we would like something better; something more luxurious.
Especially since the rest of the tablet is well done, from one metal edging to one sheet of glass covering the screen, and a white bezel in front. READ: Samsung Galaxy Note 3 review From the user's point of view everything looks neat and neat and falls naturally into place when in use. The inclusion of a physical home key is not something many manufacturers choose these days,
but as it is in the bezel perimeter it retains it and its neighboring Duo Android soft keys from getting in the way of the display itself. Having recently spent TabPro 8.4 and NotePro 12.2, we consider TabPro 10.1 the most appropriate of all. Holding on one side, using the other to browse the web it feels like the perfect companion; There's not too much or too little bezel, for example,
and the scale makes it the perfect companion when slouching on the couch. Pocket lintAt is only 7.3mm thick it's a slender device, too, and the 469g weight sees it undercut by a smaller iPad Air screen by a few grams. Unlike the iPad, Samsung does not offer the 3G/4G TabPro 10.1 model in the UK. It's Wi-Fi all the way here. Where TabPro 10.1 is the clear winner is its high
screen days. The 2560 x 1600 pixel resolution panel means a lot of detail and we think it makes more sense in a 10.1-inch device than anything less. There are a lot of pixels in play here, so sometimes things can be small to easily target to the touch, but the 299 pixels per inch density isn't as dense as the 368ppi of the 8.4-inch model. We prefer that though. This display is larger
than Full-HD is impressive and certainly gives the iPad Air something to chew on. READ: Apple iPad Air reviewWe enjoyed playing HD movies - they don't even need to fill the screen if you want to get on the side with something else - via the Android beta VLC player. Clarity is the word. Pocket lintFingerprint marks the inevitability, but TabPro is in the same boat as almost any
tablet in this department. We found it bright enough to tackle such temporary assaults, although auto brightness is sometimes a touch slowly in catching up with the surrounding ambient lighting conditions. Under the skin TabPro 10.1 has different equipment than its quad The 8.4-inch younger brother's qualifier is 8.4-inch. Brother. It follows in the footsteps of the 12.2 NotePro:
there is a 1.9GHz quad-core processor and a 1.3GHz quad-core mechanism, components of the Samsung Exynos Oct main installation. READ: Samsung Galaxy NotePro 12.2 review There will be some difference in performance between models, but nothing that you will really feel in use. Because, to put it simply, TabPro 10.1 is nicely fast with what you happen to throw at it. Not
literally quit, of course, but it devours apps no problem. Pocket-lintGames start fast and run smoothly, as we found when spinning through tracks in Angry Birds Go!, word processing - primarily viewing documents using Hancom Office - is the wind, while browsing through Google Chrome is usually a quick save for one or two micro-second lag times when jumping between tabs.
Which Apple iPad is best for you? iPad mini vs iPad vs iPad Air vs iPad ProAs we referenced earlier, you can multitask too. A simple swipe on the right side of the screen brings up menu apps, including Chrome, videos, YouTube, Maps and more, that can be opened as separate small windows. Tap and drag to change position or change size, tap the full screen icon if you want to
throw everything else aside at the moment, or click x to close the window down. It's an effective system though, if you drag the box too small then you need nimble fingers to get the best control. Intelligibility is not a problem, however, as this huge resolution lends itself to text on almost any scale. Pocket lintIf you want the power to play, work, play movies, browse the web and
more than TabPro 10.1 has you covered from all angles. Adding a microSD slot additionally ensures that you can carry stacks of more files than the 16GB internal space offers too. TabPro is built around the Operating System Android 4.4 (KitKat). Samsung, like many other manufacturers, likes to re-skin and recycle Android stock into something a little different. Here is a promotion
to an earlier my magazine, as it is available on the Samsung Galaxy Note 3, now in the form of UX magazine. This adds tile-based quick-look widgets to the magazine-esque layout. Scroll to the left of the home screen and you'll have location options by default such as calendar, mailbox, office and more. They can be moved and rebuilt as you please. Pocket lintIf you are new to
Android then we can see the appeal of this setup. This makes glancing at, say, a Samsung S Planner (it's a Samsung way of talking calendar) easily while still being able to see your inbox. But if you already know the Android way to work, then it may just feel like an unnecessary doubling down on how you tend to access content. Email Available through down swipes, for example,
where the usual Android alerts are available. Whichever way you access what you do, setting up is always an option. Arrange apps on your home screen as you please, or regular Android show all sections of app icons If it's more of your method of organizing, otherwise rejig and 1, UX pages with your preferred widgets. We ended up using Samsung's way to dig into our personal
Hotmail (Outlook) and Android way of getting work email. So doubling access hasn't always been a bad thing, even if it's not the most elegant of making for all things. Overall the magazine UX is a less imposing setup than some previously Samsung re-skin. Its presence generally does not interfere with the work, but rather expands the use for a wider range of users. Just like the
Note 10.1, the TabPro 10.1 has the same rear-mounted 8-megapixel camera and second front 2-megapixel. Both are able to shoot 1080/30p video. READ: Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 review (2014 Edition) We believe that the software is great, since there are many shooting options and the camera app is well laid out, but just as with the previous model the results are acceptable
rather than astounding. Plus anyone who uses a tablet as a camera just looks silly. Pocket-lintIn short: Use the front-facing camera for Skype calls and the back for a random snap you may need to share. And never, ever use a darn thing at a concert. Please.That high screen performance, powerful processor and software makes all kinds of multitasking is a great pressure on the
battery. But it doesn't spell poor performance thanks to the 8220mAh battery on board. We used TabPro 10.1 at the end of the working week and then through long travel weekends. It saw us succeed in about 9 hours of use at a time, with a web browser and movie viewing, which is just as good going as the current Intel Haswell laptop solution. Pocket-lintAs with anything,
however, the more you ask the batteries the less it will last. When we're digging into games, for example, that processor has to do a lot more, which reduces the number of hours you get from it. It's all relative, but as much as you look at it TabPro 10.1 is a decent performer when it comes to battery life. Verdict of all Pro Samsung tablets, Galaxy TabPro 10.1 is one of our favorites.
It's just the right scale, slim and light, but packs a lot of energy in too. Such pro specs means about the price tag, though: 449 pounds, to be exact. Given that the faux leather build we are not convinced the build is quite appropriate to the price. It's also worth noting that for just 1 euro more you can pick up the Note 10.1, complete with its integrated built-in S Pen stylus, from
Samsung's official website. This is a blanket company bombarding the market strategy of muddy stuff right there. Despite this, TabPro is an excellent product. This screen resolution is sublime, battery life is strong, while the merger of Android shares and Samsung's own magazine UX help, don't invade. The inclusion of multi-use applications, for example, is indeed used. Few 10-
inch tablets can compete with what the Galaxy TabPro 10.1 has to offer. If you don't want a stylus, then this is a great great great Tablet. What is Pocket-lint daily and how do you get it for free? Written by Mike Lowe. Low. samsung tabpro s price. samsung tabpro s keyboard. samsung tabpro s 12. samsung tabpro s pen. samsung tabpro s specs. samsung tabpro s charger.
samsung tabpro s battery. samsung tabpro s review
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